Some problems on variations are raised for classical discrete mechanics and field theory and the difference variational approach with variable step-length is proposed motivated by Lee's approach to discrete mechanics and the difference discrete variational principle for difference discrete mechanics and field theory on regular lattice. Based upon Hamilton's principle for the vertical variations and double operation of vertical exterior differential on action, it is shown that for both continuous and variable step-length difference cases there exists the nontrivial Euler-Lagrange cohomology as well as the necessary and sufficient condition for symplectic/multi-symplectic structure preserving properties is the relevant Euler-Lagrange 1-form is closed in both continuous and difference classical mechanics and field theory. While the horizontal variations give rise to the relevant identities or relations of the Euler-Lagrange equation and conservation law of the energy/energy-momentum tensor for continuous or discrete systems. The total variations are also discussed. Especially, for those discrete cases the variable step-length of the difference is determined by the relation between the Euler-Lagrange equation and conservation law of the energy/energy-momentum tensor. In addition, this approach together with difference version of the Euler-Lagrange cohomology can be applied not only to discrete Lagrangian formalism but also to the Hamiltonian formalism for difference mechanics and field theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Variation problems play a fundamental, even central, role in various types of continuous mechanics (see, for example, [8] , [4] , [1] ) and field theories for both Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms, which can be transformed each other in many cases via Legendre transformation. A lot of important issues such as the equations of motions, the (intrinsic) symplectic or multisymplectic preserving properties, conservation laws associated with certain symmetries, topological properties etc. are very closely related to the variation problems with fixed or variable domains. On the other hand, however, there are some open questions relevant to variation problems in different kinds of discrete mechanics, field theories as well as corresponding symplectic and multisymplectic algorithms, although discrete variation problems still play an important role, particularly, for the discrete Lagrangian formalism of these discrete systems. In fact, for a long period, there had been no any discrete variation approach available to both discrete Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms that relate each other by discrete Legendre transformation until the difference discrete variational approach has been proposed very recently [12] , [14] .
As far as discretized version with difference for mechanics is concerned, Lee suggested a discrete variational approach to discrete Lagrangian mechanics and relevant algorithm in early 1980's [19] , [20] , [21] . In Lee's approach the time steps are variable in view of time being a dynamical variable in order to preserve the energy discretely. Veselov [28] , [24] also proposed the discrete variational principle by the end of 1980's, which is almost the same as Lee's approach except without taking variation with respect to the discrete time so that it does not keep the conservation of the energy discretely in general. In addition, both approaches are merely available to discrete Lagrangian mechanics and nothing to do with discrete Hamiltonian mechanics.
On the other hand, Ruth [26] and Feng [10] proposed the symplectic algorithm for Hamiltonian mechanics. In this algorithm (for a review, see [27] ), the time step-length is fixed and the symplectic preserving property is discretely kept. However, the discrete version of energy conservation can not be maintained discretely in general. The symplectic algorithm plays very important role in computational mathematics and its applications cover various branches in sciences. It is well known that the progresses of symplectic algorithm promote further development of the structure-preserving algorithms. In these algorithms, the time step-length is always being fixed so that the price paid by keeping structure preserving is the loss of other conservation laws for the continuous cases in general.
Structure preserving criterion: It is widely accepted that the discrete systems should be thought as the discrete counterparts of the corresponding continuous systems. However, in order to discretize continuous systems, a guide line in needed. In Feng's first paper on the symplectic algorithm, he wrote a working hypothesis: "It is natural to look forward to those discrete systems which preserve as much as possible the intrinsic properties of the continuous system." [10] In fact, this statement should be regarded as a criterion, the structure-preserving criterion, for constructing mostly quarried one in all kinds of structurepreserving algorithms. However, in order to carry through this criterion, it is needed to know how to answer the following simple questions.
Problem 1: What are the most important intrinsic "structures" in continuous systems, such as classical mechanics and field theory, that should also be maintained in the course of discretization? What are the discrete counterparts of these "structures" and how to preserve them in certain discrete version? What about the lowest price has to be paid in the course of discretization?
It is well known that there are two classes of conservation laws in canonical conservative mechanics. The first class of conservation laws is that of phase-area conservation laws characterized by the symplectic preserving property and another class is related to energy and all first integrals of the canonical equations. Thus, the following questions can apparently be raised. Problem 2: Is it possible to establish a kind of discrete mechanics and/or structurepreserving algorithms in such a way that they not only discretely preserve the symplectic property but also some other conservation laws, specially the energy conservation? Do these discrete systems can be established by a discrete variational approach? Does this discrete variational approach can be applied to both discrete Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms?
Although in Lee's approach, it should be able to prove that in addition to discrete energy conservation the symplectic structure is also preserved since Lee's approach is a discrete variational approach 1 . But the framework of either Lee's approach or Veselov's one can not be applied to the discrete Hamiltonian systems. To our knowledge, therefore, these problems are still open, at least partly.
In the cases of discrete field theories and multisymplectic algorithms, the symplectic algorithm has been generalized to the multisymplectic one in what is called "Hamiltonian formalism" [5] . On the other hand, Veselov's discrete variation approach to the discrete mechanics has also been generalized to field theories in Lagrangian formalism to get so-called " variational multisymplectic integrators" [22] , [23] . In both approaches, the step-lengths are fixed so that the energy-momentum tensor cannot be conserved in general although the multisymplectic structure preserving property in field theory can be maintained discretely in certain manner. Thus a set of similar questions can also be raised to the discrete field theory and multisymplectic algorithms. Problem 3: Is it possible to establish a discrete variational approach to describe a kind of discrete field theories and/or multisymplectic algorithms in such a way that not only the multisymplectic property is discretely preserved but also the conservation laws such as energy-momentum conservation law are discretely maintained in certain version? Is it possible to apply such an approach in both discrete Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms? To our knowledge, these problems are still open as well.
As was just mentioned, for the difference discrete variational approach to discrete mechanics and field theory with fixed step-length differences, it can be applied to both Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms [12] , [14] . The key point of this approach is to regard the differences with fixed step-length as a kind of entire geometric objects, which play an analogical role with the one played by derivative in continuous cases. Problem 4: Is it possible to generalize the difference discrete variational approach with fixed step-length differences to the one with varied step-length differences so as to the discrete energy conservation law in certain version may be kept together with the symplectic and/or multisymplectic preserving properties?
In order to carry through the structure-preserving criterion, we present an approach to the discrete variation problems. Namely, the difference variational approach with variable step-lengths named variable difference variational approach to these problems in discrete mechanics and field theory. In other wards, this approach is available to the discrete total variations with keeping the step-length of differences to be varied by an equation from the variation of the discrete action with respect to discrete time and/or discrete space coordinates. As was mentioned, this approach is a natural generalization of the difference variational approach with fixed step-lengths proposed recently in [12] , [14] for the ordinary discrete variation problems with fixed discrete domain. In fact, the approach in [12] , [14] is just discrete vertical variation so that it is natural to keep the step-length being fixed. The most important key point of this approach is that in the course of calculation of variation problems in discrete mechanics and field theory, the differences with variable step-lengths are kept as entire geometric objects as much as possible. Consequently, this discrete variation approach not only keep the advantage of Lee's discrete variation, which conserves the energy of the system discretely, but also the advantage in variation in Veselov type, which is symplectic or multisymplectic. In addition, this variable difference variation approach can be applied not only to the Lagrangian formalism but the Hamiltonian formalism as well for both discrete mechanics and discrete field theory, since the discrete canonical " momenta" and discrete version of Legendre transformation can be introduced in terms of variable steplength differences. For simplicity, we consider in this paper the discrete Lagrangian of first order of difference only.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we recall the total variation problems in Lagrangian and Hamiltonian mechanics. In section 3, we present the variable difference variational approach and deal with the difference Lagrangian and Hamiltonian mechanics. In section 4, we recall briefly the total variation problems in Lagrangian and Hamiltonian field theory with generic variables. In section 5, we apply the variable difference discrete variational approach to the total discrete variation problems in difference discrete Lagrangian and Hamiltonian field theory with generic variables. Finally, we end with some remarks.
II. GENERAL VARIATIONS FOR CLASSICAL MECHANICS
Let us recall briefly the general or total variation calculus with variable domain in classical mechanics.
Let t ∈ T ≃ R be the time, M an n-dimensional configuration space. Consider a fibre bundle E(T, Q, π) with projection π : E → T on T , π −1 : t → Q t isomorphic to M is the fibre on t ∈ T . Denote Γ(E) the sections on E, T E the tangent bundle of E, T v E ⊂ T E the vertical sub-bundle of T E, etc..
A. Variations in Lagrangian mechanics
We first consider the Lagrangian mechanics. The Lagrangian of the system is denoted as L(q i (t),q i (t); t), i = 1, · · · , n, which is a mapping from T E to R. For simplicity, the Lagrangian is of the first order. The action functional is
Here q i 's are coordinates in the fiber, q i (t) describes a curve C b a with ending points a and b, t a = t 1 , t b = t 2 , along which the motion of the system is assumed to take place, anḋ q i (t) = dq i (t)/dt. Let us consider the general variation of q i (t)
accompanied with an infinitesimal re-parameterization of time t
Here δ t q i (t) denotes the total variation that can be divided into two parts, the horizontal variation δ h q i (t) is the Lie derivative of q i (t) with respect to the variation vector field (2.5).
Similarly,
Note that δ hq i (t) is also the Lie derivative ofq i (t) with respect to the variational vector field (2.5). In fact, this is true for a kind of functionals of q i (t),q i (t) and t:
To the time change (2.3) is associated the change in the measure in (2.1) given by the Jacobi formula
i.e.
It is easy to see that this change in the measure is also the Lie derivative of the measure with respect to the variation vector (2.5):
Here the commuting property between d on T and the Lie derivative is used. Now the Lagrangian is changed as 10) and the action is also deformed to
A more or less straightforward calculation shows
where [L q i ] is the Euler-Lagrange operator and H is the energy (Hamiltonian)
The vertical and horizontal variations should be separated as the independent ones and this leads to
and
For the vertical part, the Hamilton's principle leads to the Euler-Lagrange equation if
For the horizontal part, however, it is easy to check
Therefore,
This is just the invariance of the action S with respect to the re-parameterization of time. Of course, from the first equation of (2.17), it still follows the conservation law for the energy if and only if the Euler-Lagrange equation is satisfied and L does not depend on t manifestly. If the identities in (2.17) is employed directly, it follows (see, for example, [8] ) that
A quantity now can be defined
the invariance of S under the re-parameterization of t, i.e. δ t S = 0, leads to the conservation of the quantity J if and only if the Euler-Lagrange equation is satisfied:
Introducing an exterior differential operator d v along the fibre that satisfies
where d h and d is the nilpotent exterior differential operator on T * T and T * E respectively as was as a vertical variational vector field
By means of the vertical variational vector field (2.23) on T Q, δ v S can also be expressed as its contraction with 1-form
We may calculate d v S ∈ T * Q. Since d v commutes with the integral of dt (see also, for example, the functional differential calculus in [25] ), it is straightforward to get
where θ is the Lagrange 1-form
Now by contracting with the vertical variational vector field (2.23) it follows straightforwardly δ v S in (2.14). Furthermore, due to the nilpotency of d v , it is easy to get
where E is called the Euler-Lagrange 1-form [12] , [13] , [14] , defined by
ω is the symplectic 2-form and in local coordinates:
From (2.29), (2.26) and (2.28), the following theorem can be proved [12] , [13] , [14] :
Theorem 1: For all Lagrangian of a kind of systems with first order of derivatives on the bundle E(T, Q, π)
1. The following Euler-Lagrange cohomology is nontrivial:
is an arbitrary function of (q i (t),q i (t); t).
The necessary and sufficient condition for conservation of the symplectic 2-form, i.e.
is the corresponding Euler-Lagrange 1-form being closed.
Remark 2.2:
From the definition of the Lie derivative it can be seen that the horizontal variations are given by the Lie derivative with respect to the variational vector field.
Let ξ be a vector field on T , exp(λξ) be the flow with parameter λ, i.e. the one-parameter diffeomorphism group, induced by ξ, f a differential or a vector on T . The infinitesimal change of f under flow is described by its Lie derivative with respect to the vector field ξ
Here φ * λ is the bull-back or the inverse differential for the differential form or vector respectively.
Taking ξ = ξ(t) = ξ t in (2.5), it follows that the Lie derivative of f (t) with respect to ξ t gives rise to the horizontal variation of f (t).
On the other hand, the time variation δt can be expressed by the contraction between the variational vector field (2.5) and 1-form
It is also feasible to express the variation δ h q i (t) as contraction of a horizontal variation vector field ξ h with d v q i or dq i . To this purpose, ξ h,q along the fibre with respect to horizontal variations of q i (t)
should be introduced. Combining with the vector field ξ t in (2.5), the general horizontal variational vector field ξ h should be defined as
Its contraction with d v q i or dq i leads to
In general, for any functional of
For the total variation, a total variational vector field for q i (t) along the fibre can also be introduced
whose contraction with dq i leads to the total variation δ t q i (t)
If we introduce the Lagrangian 1-from
and take 0 = d 2 L, it is easy to see that the theorem 1 still holds. This means that the total variations keep the Euler-Lagrange cohomology as well as the necessary and sufficient condition for symplectic structure preserving property in classical mechanics.
Remark 2.4:
In some literatures (see, for example, [9] ), it is required that Hamilton's principle holds for the total variation of the action, i.e. δ t S = 0, and regard δ t q i and δt as independent variations. Thus it follows the Euler-Lagrange equation, the conservation relation for the energy and the surface term
the system is conservative, the energy H is conserved. However, δ t q i is actually dependent on δt. Therefore, it would be better to regard δ v q i and δt as independent variations.
B. Variations in Hamiltonian mechanics
The action principle should, of course, be applied to the Hamiltonian mechanics. In order to transfer to the Hamiltonian formalism, we introduce a set of conjugate momenta from the Lagrangian L(q i (t),q i (t); t)
and take a Legendre transformation to get the Hamiltonian
Now the action functional can be expressed as
The total variation of the action can be calculated
Thus, the stationary requirement for the vertical variation of the action δ v S = 0 leads to the canonical equationsq
While the time re-parameterization invariance of the action, i.e. δ h S = 0 gives rise to an identity on the condition of the energy
and the boundary term that leads to so called "extended symplectic potential" is in fact a total divergence
III. GENERAL VARIATIONS FOR DISCRETE MECHANICS
We have proposed a difference variational principle for the (vertical) variation in discrete Lagrangian mechanics in view of the differences with fixed time step-length being regarded as entire variables [12] , [14] . One of advantages of this approach is that it is available to both Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalism for the discrete mechanics. This approach can also be generalized to the total variation for the differences with variable time step-length being regarded as entire variables in such a way that the variable time step-length should be determined by an equation given by the variation problem with variable discrete integral domain. In Lee's wards, discrete time is regarded as a dynamical variable.
Consider the case that "time" t is difference discretized
and the step-lengths ∆t k are determined by a variational equation, while the n-dimensional configuration space M k at each moment t k , k ∈ Z, is still continuous and smooth enough. Let N be the set of all nodes on T D with index set Ind(N) = Z, M = k∈Z M k the configuration space on T D that is at least pierce wisely smooth enough. At the moment t k , N k be the set of nodes neighboring to t k . Let I k the index set of nodes of
and F (T M k ) the function spaces on each of them respectively, etc.. In the difference variational approach, we will use these notions.
A. Variable difference Lagrangian mechanics
Let us consider the system with a discrete Lagrangian
). For simplicity, the Lagrangian is of the first order of differences
The discrete action of the system is given by
The discrete total variations for q i(k) = q i (t k ) should be defined as follows
It can be shown that horizontal variation δ h q i(k) is given by
The discrete total variations for ∆ k q i(k) are defined as
Due to the definition of the difference with variable time step-length (3.3) and the Leibniz law for it
where E is the shift operator defined as
it follows
Namely,
Using above properties and 12) the total variations of the discrete Lagrangian can be calculated as follows 14) and p i (k) the discrete canonical conjugate momenta
Thus the total variation of action is given by
where H D (k) is the difference Hamiltonian that can be introduced through the discrete Legendre transformation
Thus the total variation of the discrete action (3.16) can be written as
The variational principle requires δ v S D = 0 and the discretized re-parameterization invariance with respect to discrete time may also leads to δ h S D = 0 if this invariance does exist. Thus it follows the discrete Euler-Lagrange equations for 19) and the equation for the variable time step-length
It is more or less straightforward to show that if the time step-length is fixed the equation (3.20) has no solution in general even if the Lagrangian does not depend on discrete time manifestly. In other wards, for the conservative discrete Lagrangian mechanics the time steplength should be variable in general so as to the energy of the system can be kept conserved discretely.
Remark 3.1:
We may introduce exterior differential operatorsd,
, T * M and T * T D respectively. They are nilpotent and satisfŷ
Especially,d h is due to the difference on T D and satisfy Leibniz's law for ordinary forms 2 .
Remark 3.2:
2 It is needed some noncommutative differential calculus to completely clarify the properties ofd h .
For the case that ∆t is fixed, the noncommutative differential calculus can be found in [15] , [16] . For the case of variable time steps, similar noncommutative differential calculus can be established [17] .
Actually, analog to the case with fixed time steps [12] , [14] , it can be established the difference version for the Euler-Lagrange cohomology and the necessary and sufficient condition for the difference conservation law of the discrete symplectic 2-form.
From δ v S D in (3.18), it is easy to see that we may take d v on S D to get
where E D (k) , θ D (k) are the discrete Euler-Lagrange 1-form and symplectic potential 1-form respectively
Then due to the nilpotency of d v , it is straightforward to get
Therefore, we may get the discrete version for the theorem 1 [12] , [13] , [14] :
Theorem 2: For all discrete Lagrangian of a kind of systems with first order differences on the bundle E(T
D , Q, π) ≃ M × T D ,
The following discrete version of the Euler-Lagrange cohomology is nontrivial: H DCM :={Closed Euler-Lagrange forms}/ {Exact Euler-Lagrange forms}. 2. The necessary and sufficient condition for conservation of the discrete symplectic 2-form, i.e.
is the corresponding discrete Euler-Lagrange 1-form being closed.
Remark 3.3:
In this paper, T D is an infinite chain. It is reasonable to consider an interval on T D . We will publish the issues on this topic elsewhere.
B. Variable difference Hamiltonian mechanics
Now we consider the total difference variation on the phase space in the discrete Hamiltonian formalism with variable (time step-length) difference.
In order to transfer to the discrete Hamiltonian formalism, it is needed to introduce the discrete canonical conjugate momenta according to the equation (3.15) and express the discrete Lagrangian by the discrete Hamiltonian via Legentre transformation (3.17). Thus, the discrete action can be expressed as
And its total variation reads
Similar to the discrete Lagrangian formalism, Hamilton's principle requires δ v S D = 0 and the discretized re-parameterization invariance with respect to discrete time may also lead to δ h S D = 0 if this invariance does exist. Thus it follows the discrete canonical equations for 28) the equation for the variable time step-length
It is also more or less straightforward to show that if the time step-length is fixed the equation (3.29) has no solution in general even if the Hamiltonian does not depend on discrete time manifestly. In other wards, for the conservative discrete Hamiltonian mechanics the time step-length should be variable so as to the energy of the system can be kept conserved discretely. In [19] , [20] , [21] , [11] , [18] , this issue has been studied.
It should be mentioned that all remarks in last subsection can be made here and the theorem 2 can also be established for the discrete Hamiltonian formalism.
IV. GENERAL VARIATIONS FOR FIELD THEORY
Consider a bundle E(X, Q, π), the fibre Q ≃ M. For simplicity, let X = X (1,n−1) be an ndimensional Minkowskian space as base manifold with coordinates x µ , (µ = 0, · · · , n − 1), M the configuration space on X We also assume these fields to be free of constraints. In fact, the approach here can easily be applied to other cases.
A. General variation in Lagrangian formalism
The Lagrangian of the theory is supposed to be the first order of derivatives of the fields and dependent to the coordinates manifestly, i.e. L(u α , u α µ ; x µ ), and the action is
Let us consider the variations of the fields, i.e. total variation δ t u α , vertical one δ v u α and horizontal one δ h u α :
accompanying with the coordinates' infinitesimal continuous transformation
The corresponding changes in the derivative of fields u
Now the action (4.1) is also changed as follows
(4.5)
Using Jacobi formula for the measure
we get
where [L u α ], T µν are the Euler-Lagrange operator and energy-momentum tensor respectively
Thus δ t S = 0, i.e. δ v S = 0 due to Hamilton's principle and δ h S = 0 due to the invariance of re-parameterization of the coordinates that suppose to keep the metric 3 , requires to regard δ v u α and δx µ as independent components and gives rise to the Euler-Lagrange equation
as well as an identity between the Euler-Lagrange operator and conservation property for the energy-momentum tensor
This equation shows that the energy-momentum tensor is conserved if and only if the EulerLagrange equation is satisfied and the Lagrangian does not depend manifestly on the coordinates. The boundary term is as follows
If we define a current 
In fact, this current is just the Noether current with respect to the invariance of the action under re-parameterization of the right-angle coordinates on M.
Remark 4.1:
Introducing an exterior differential operator d v along the fibre Q ≃ M that satisfies 16) where d h and d is the nilpotent exterior differential operator on T * X and T * E, E = M × X respectively as was as a vertical variational vector field
By means of the vertical variational vector field (4.17) on T Q, δ v S can also be expressed as its contraction with 1-form
We may calculate d v S ∈ T * Q. Since d v commutes with the integral and d n x (see also, for example, the functional differential calculus in [25] ), it is straightforward to get 20) where θ µ are the Lagrange 1-forms
Now by contracting with the vertical variational vector field (4.17) it follows straightforwardly δ v S. Furthermore, due to the nilpotency of d v , it is easy to get
where E u is the Euler-Lagrange 1-form defined by
ω µ are the multi-symplectic 2-forms and in local coordinates:
From the definition (4.23), equations (4.20) and (4.22), the following theorem [12] , [13] , [14] holds:
Theorem 3: For all Lagrangian of a kind of field theories with first order of derivatives on the bundle E(X, Q, π),
The following Euler-Lagrange cohomology is nontrivial:
H CF T := {E u |dE u = 0}/{E u |E u = dβ}, where β = β(u α (x), u α µ (x); x) is an arbitrary function of (u α (x), u α µ (x); x).
The necessary and sufficient condition for conservation of the multi-symplectic 2-forms, i.e.
Remark 4.2:
Let ξ be a vector field on X, exp(λξ) be the flow with parameter λ, i.e. the one-parameter diffeomorphism group, induced by ξ, f a differential or a vector on X. The infinitesimal change of f under flow is described by its Lie derivative with respect to the vector field ξ
Taking horizontal variational vector field for the coordinates 27) it follows that the Lie derivative of f (x) with respect to ξ x gives rise to the horizontal variation of f (x). On the other hand, the coordinate variations δx µ can be expressed by the contraction between the variational vector field (4.27) and 1-form
It is also feasible to express the variation δ h u α (x) as contraction of a horizontal variation vector field ξ h with d v u α or du α . To this purpose, ξ h,u along the fibre with respect to horizontal variations of u α (x)
should be introduced. Combining with the vector field ξ x in (4.27), the general horizontal variational vector field ξ h should be defined as
Its contraction with d v u α or du α leads to
In general, for any functional of u α (x) and u
(4.32)
Remark 4.3:
For the total variation, a total variational vector field for u α (x) along the fibre can also be introduced
whose contraction with du α leads to the total variation δ t u α (x)
(4.34)
B. General variation in Hamiltonian formalism
In order to transfer to the Hamiltonian formalism for classical field theory, we first define a set of "momenta" canonically conjugate to the field variables
and take a Legendre transformation to get the Hamiltonian density
where ∇ a = ∂ ∂x a , a = 1, · · · , n − 1. The Hamiltonian then is given by
with the Legendre transformation
where Σ ⊂ Ω is a 3-dimensional simultaneous space-like hypersurface in Ω.
The total variation of the action can be calculated similar to that in the last subsection, but here π α (x), u α (x) and their derivatives should be varied independently. Then we get 
).
(4.41)
Similar to the case of Lagrangian formalism, δ t S = 0, i.e. δ v S = 0 and δ h S = 0, requires to regard δ v u α , δ v π α and δx µ as independent components and leads to the canonical field equationsu
), (4.42) and an identity between the canonical operators and conservation property for the energymomentum tensor
It should be mentioned that all remarks in the last subsection can be made here and the theorem 3 can be established as well.
V. GENERAL VARIATIONS FOR DISCRETE FIELD THEORY
We now study the variation problems for the difference discrete field theory with variable step-lengths. For simplicity, we consider the cases of 1+1 or 2 dimensional flat base manifold, i.e. X 1,1 or X 2 endowed with suitable signature of the metrics. Let L 2 be a right-angle lattice on X 1,1 or X 2 with nodes x
2 ), µ = 1, 2, (i, j) ∈ Z × Z and variable step-lengths on 2-directions x µ to be determined by discrete variation problems, N be all nodes on L 2 . For a given node with coordinates x
be the piece of configuration space with a set of generic field variables u α (x
with the set of field variables and their differences (u 
2 is a right-angle lattice, it should have only two possibilities for the variable steplengths: either equal step-length variation along two direction simultaneously while along each direction the step-lengths are variable, or along one direction the step-length is fixed while along the other it is variable.
A. Variable difference Lagrangian field theory
The difference Lagrangian for a set of the generic fields u α , α = 1, · · · , r, is a functional on F (T (M (i,j) )) and suppose to be the first order of differences of the fields for simplicity
where as just mentioned,
The discrete action S D now reads
2 . Let us consider the coordinates of nodes on the lattice are subject to infinitesimal deformations that still keep L 2 as a right-angle lattice
the corresponding changes in the fields are
For the differences of fields, ∆ µ u α (x) (i,j) , the corresponding changes 6) can be calculated to get
Using the Leibniz law (3.8) for differences in each direction, it follows
The total variation of discrete action (5.3) can be calculated In this paper, the variable difference variational approach with variable step-lengths has been proposed. It is a generalized version of the difference variational approach with fixed step-lengths proposed in [12] , [14] . The approach has been applied to both Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalism for discrete mechanics and field theory. Although what have been dealt with are the systems with first order differences, the key points are available for the systems with higher order differences. Obviously, both approaches are different from either Lee's discrete variation with variable time-steps [19] , [20] , [21] or Veselov's one with fixed time-steps for the discrete classical mechanics [28] , [24] . They are also different from the discrete variation approach to field theory in [23] that is a generalization of Veselov's approach. In our approaches the differences with either variable step-lengths or the fixed ones are regarded as discrete derivatives being entire geometric objects. This is more obvious and natural from the viewpoint of noncommutative geometry and more analogical to the continuous mechanics and field theory. Therefore, in the continuous limit, the results given here by the variable difference variational approach unaffectedly lead to the correct continuous counterparts not only for the equations of motion and symplectic or multisymplectic preserving properties, but also for the conservation laws, especially for the energy conservation.
In view of the structure-preserving criterion for the discrete systems, there are more advantages for the variable difference discrete variational approach. Eventually, this has been already seen in [6] where in taking the continuous limits for the discrete variation problems, which is a generalized version of Lee-Veselov's variation, combining first discrete objects into some difference form is more controllable.
With variable step-lengths it is, of course, more or less straightforward to generalize the symplectic and multisyplectic schemes as ones that are not only symplectic and multisymplectic preserving but also discretely energy conserved as has been done for variational symplectic energy-momentum integrators in discrete Lagrangian formalism [18] , [6] , and in discrete Hamiltonian formalism [7] . But, these discrete formalisms do not transform to each other via discrete Legendre transformation.
The difference variational approach has been applied to the symplectic algorithm and multisymplectic one for both Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalism in [14] . It has been shown that the discrete integrants can be combined together in certain manner as certain geometric objects in order to construct some numerical schemes with fixed step-lengths as variational integrators such as the midpoint scheme in symplectic algorithm and the Preissman scheme in multisymplectic algorithm. Obviously, the variable difference variational approach should be able to apply to the symplectic and multisymplectic algorithms with variable step-lengths for both Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalism. This issue will be published in details elsewhere.
It has been found that the necessary and sufficient conditions for the symplectic 2-form preserving in mechanics and the multisymplectic 2-forms preserving in field theories are the corresponding Euler-Lagrange 1-form is closed in the relevant Euler-Lagrange cohomology [12] , [13] . This is also true for the discrete cases [12] , [14] as well as the symplectic and multisymplectic algorithms [14] . For the cases studied in this paper, the Euler-Lagrange cohomology should also be true for the various variation problems with variable domains or step-lengths. In fact, this matter is already indicated by the boundary terms in the vertical parts of these variation problems. We will explain this issue in more detail elsewhere.
We have almost completely employed the ordinary description in a coordinate manner in this paper not only in order to be more easily understood, especially for non-mathematician, but for dealing with both continuous and discrete cases in an analogical manner. It should be mentioned however that both the variation problems and the Euler-Lagrange cohomology for continuous cases could be dealt with in a coordinate free version in terms of jet bundle and variational bicomplex (see, for example, [2] , [3] ). Although as far as the local issues are concerned, the essentials are almost the same. The coordinate free expression should be able to contain more general and complicated cases with nontrivial topology. On the other hand, however, for the discrete cases the ordinary jet bundle and variational bicomplex approach should be generalized to the ones include non-commutative differential calculus in principle. We will present the variational bicomplex approach to the issues in this paper elsewhere, specially the one with non-commutative differential calculus to the discrete cases [17] .
